"The number one reason why people give up so fast is because they tend to look at how far they still have to go, instead of how far they have gotten."
Hardly anyone will remember those who chose to stay defeated in their lives. One thing to note about losers and winners is that the most notable difference between the two lies in their thinking.

A person with the mindset of a loser doesn't have a plan after he or she may lose, but instead just hopes to win. While a winner realizes that in every loss is a lesson, and with these lessons they will be able to compete better in whatever new challenges they may take up in the future.

Winner's also realize that giving up is never an ingredient in obtaining the goals and dreams that you have always wanted to obtain. Losers are people who are willing to quit when life gets them tired, while winners don't stop competing until they have actually won what they are competing for. Your goal is in sight and very much attainable, keep pushing!
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